English



Maths

identifying and using rhyming words based



using manipulatives and pictorial

on the book ‘Aliens Love Underpants’

representations to solve addition and

writing a police report investigating an alien

subtraction number sentences to 10 and 20

space ship crash scene



using manipulatives and pictorial



using adjectives to describe aliens

representations to solve addition and



writing a dictionary for people to

subtraction word problems

understand Beegu




reading the story ‘Sidney, Stella and the

mathematical vocabulary

Moon’




What we are
learning about in

looking at aerial maps

Spanish


Year 1

and locating local
features


counting in 2s, 5s and 10s

writing a fact file about space

Geography


measuring length and height using

Term 2

naming and locating the
four countries that

learning the days of the
week in Spanish through
song



learning the names of
different fruit in Spanish

make up the UK


naming and locating the

Design and

world’s seven continents

Technology

and five oceans

Computing




from plants and animals

learning how to use the



using Google Maps and

Our topic is Space!

Google Earth to locate
different places


locations

Science


observing the changes
outside from Summer
through Autumn to
Winter




We are…

programming Bee-bots
to travel to different

PE
a suitable PE Kit for
Thursdays (outside PE) and



continuing to play games

chart

outside

warm coat for Beegu



PSHE


learning about our feelings



looking at what makes a
good friend



learning how to keep healthy



learning to choose heathy
activites

RE (Christianity)


exploring movement and
balance in gymnastics

preparing a fruit salad for
Sidney and Stella

Fridays (inside PE).

creating a daily weather

material would make a



Please ensure your child has

with different sized balls

investigating what

designing a healthy lunchbox
for Beegu

internet safely


learning that food comes

learning about the
Christmas story



learning that the bible is a
sacred text for Christians

